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SEMI-INVARIANT SUBMANIFOLDS WITH PARALLEL
RICCI TENSOR OF A COMPLEX HYPERBOLIC SPACE

SOON-JA KIM

O. Introduction

A Kaehlerian manifold of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c
is called a complex space form. The complete and simply connected
complex space form is a complex projective space, a complex Euclidean
space or a complex hyperbolic space according as c>O, c=O or c<O
respectively.

Using the properties of the almost contact metric structure Takagi
([16J) has completely classified homogeneous real hypersurfaces of a
complex projective space, which satisfy the condition that the number
of distinct constant principal curvatures does not exceed 4. In the li~ht

of Ricci tensor, Kimura ([11J) has proved that there ~re no real
hypersurfaces of a complex projective space with parallel Ricci tensor
on which the structure vector P is principal.

Real hypersurfaces of a complex hyperbolic space have also been
investigated from different points of view ([3J, [10J, [14J, [15J etc).

In particular, it has been proved in [14J that there are no Einstein
real hypersurfaces in a complex hyperbolic space.

Recently, Ki ([8J) has proved that there are no real hypersurfaces
with parallel Ricci tensor of a complex space form, which extends the
Kimura's theorem ([l1J) and the Montiel's theorem ([14J).

On the other hand, semi-invariant submanifolds of a Kaehlerian
manifold have been studied by Blair and Ludden [1], Ki [5J, [8J,
[19J, Tashiro [17J, Yano [lJ, [19J and others. It is well known that
the almost contact metric structure is induced on these submanifolds
([19J).

In the present paper, utilizing the properties of this induced structure,
we study a semi-invariant submanifold of codimension 3 in a complex
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space form which satisfy the conditic~n that the distinguished normal IS

parallel 'in Jhe normal bundle~ ,The suhmanifolds are investigated on
each .case ofharnionic curvature. parallel. Ricci tensor and parallel
normal curvature. The main purpose of the present paper is to extend
the Montiel's theorem ([14J) and the Ki's theorem ([8J) to the
semi-invariant submanifolds Qf codimension 3. We prove that there are
no semi-invariant submanifblds of codimension 3, in a complex hyper~

bolic space with parallel Ricci tensor and the parallel. distinguished
normal in the normal bundle.

,1. Preliminaries

Let M he a real (2n+2)-:dimensional Kaehlerian manifold covered
by a system of coordinate nei~hborhoods {U; yA} with ,almost complex
structure Jilrid Riemannian metdcG, where j is' parallel andG is
J-Hermitiari. The components JBA and GBA of J and G satisfy JACJCB
=-OAB and J~DJACGDC=GBA respectively, DAB being the Kronecker
delta.

Let Mbe a real (2n-1) -dimensional Riemannian manifold covered
by a system of coordinate" neighborhoods {V;:rh} and immersed iso
metrically in M by the immersion 4J : M ~ M. When the argument is
local, M does not, need to be 'distinguished from </J(M) and the immer
sion is, represented locally by yA=yA(xh). We now put BiA=chyA, Oi=
%xi, then Bi= (Bl) are (2n-1)-linearly independent vectors of M
tangent to M. Since the immersion is isometric, the components Eji of
the metric tensor g of M induced from that of M .are ~iveil by gji=
GBABjBBl. Three mutually' orthogonal unit normals to M will be
denoted by CA, DA and EA.' '

Denoting by Vj the operator of van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant
differentiation with respect to the induced Riemannian metric, the
eq~ation of Gauss for M of M is obtained:

(1. 1) VjB/=hjiCA+kjiDA+ljiEA,

where' hji> kji and lji are the components of the second fundamental
forms in the direction of normals CA, DA. and EA respectively.

The equations of Weingarten are also given by
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3 in a (2n+
distinguished

(1. 2)
[

f7pA= -hjhBhA+ljDA+mjEA,
f7 jDA= -kiBhA-lpA+njEA,
f7 jEA= -liBhA-mjCA-njDA,

where hi=hjtgth, ki=kjtgth, li=ljtgth, lj' mj and nj being the components
of the third fundamental tensors and (gH) = (gji) -1.

The vector field C is said to be parallel in the normal bundle if
17/C=O, that is, lj and mj vanish identically.

On the other hand, a submanifold M is called a CR-submani!old

[19J of a Kaehlerian manifold M if there exists a differentiable distri
bution T: :r-7 T x c M x on M satisfying the following conditions, where
M x denotes the tangent space to M at each point x in M:

(1) T is invariant, that is, JTx= T x for each point x in M, (2)
the complementary orthogonal distribution Tl- : x -7 Txl- C M.T is totally
real, that is, JTx"-cMxJ.. for each x in M, where M x"- denotes the
normal space to M at xEM. In particular, M is said to be a semi

invariant submanifold provided that dim Tl- = 1. Then the unit normal
vector field in JT"- is called the distinguished normal to the semi
invariant submanifold and denoted by NA ([17J [19J).

Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of codimension
2) -dimensional Kaehlerian manifold M. We take the
normal NA as CA. Then we have ([19J)

(1. 3) JBABiB=!ihBhA+PiCA, JBACB=_phBhA,
(1. 4) JBADB= - EA, JBAEB=DA,

where we have put !;-i=G(JBj, Bi), Pi=G(JBi, C) in M, ph being
associated components of Ph- By the properties of the almost Hermitian
structure (J, G), it follows from (1. 3) and (1. 4) that (f, g, P) defines
an almost contact metric structure. Since J is parallel tensor, by
differentiating (1. 3) covariantly and taking account of (1. 1) and
(1. 2), we find

(1. 5) f7 j/ih= -hjiph+hjhPi,
(1. 6) f7 jPi= -hjr!t.
From now on we suppose that the distinguished normal C is parallel

in the normal bundle. Then we can verify from (1. 2) and (1. 4) that
([9J)

(1. 7) kjr/{=lji' ljr/{= -kji-
Thus, it follows that
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(1. 8) kjrpr=o, Ijrpr=O, k=I=O,
where k=kj;gj; and l=lj;gii.

To write our formulas in a convention form, the components Tjt" of
a tensor field Tm and a function T m on M for any integer m ( :2:: 2) are
introduced as follows:

T··m= T·· T· i 1••• T.im- 1 T =" T··ml' 1'1 '2 " m L.J ...

In our notation, it is easily seen from (1. 7) that
(1.9) kj,.l{+k;r//=O,
(1.10) kj;'2-=lj?
In the sequel, the ambient Kaehlerian manifold M is assumed to be

of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c, which is called a complex
space form and denoted by Mn+1(c). Then the curvature tensor of
M n+1(c) takes the following form:

ROCBA= ~ (ODAGCB-ocAGDli+J.f)AJCB-JCAJDB-2JDCJBA).

Thus, the Gauss equation of M is obtained:

(1.11) Rkj/'= ~ (Okhgji-olgk;+fl'fj;-fl!k;-2!kjf/')

+hkhhj;-hihk;+kikj;-klkki+lkhlj;-lllki.
And the equations of Codazzi for M are given by

(1.12) fTkkj;-fTjkki= ~ (hfj;-Pifk;-2;p;/kj) ,

(1. 13) D~j;=Djkki, D~j;=D/ki'

where we have denoted
(1.14) Dkkji=fTkk.ii-n~ji' D~j;=fT~ji+n~ji.

Those of Riceiare given by
(1. 15) kjrk{=h;~/, hjr/t=hir//,

(1. 16) fT jni- f7inj+ 2kjr/{= ~ hj.

Let Sji be the components of the Ricci tensor S of M, then the
Gauss equation implies

c . . .
(1.17) Sji=4{(2n+l)gji-3PjPi} +kkji-hji2-2kj;2,

where we have used (1. 10) and the fact that fT;C=O.

2. Semi-invariant submanifolds with harmonic curvature

Let M be a (2n-l) -dimensional semi-invariant submanifold with
fT;C=O and harmonic curvature in a complex space fOrID M n+1(c),
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c*o, that is, the Ricci tensor S of M satisfies {7kSji={7jSki. Then, we
easily, using the second Bianchi identity, see that the scalar curvature
r of M is constant everywhere. Moreover the Ricci formula for Sji
gives rise to

(7mVkSji={7j{7iSmk- RmjkrSt- RmjirS{,
which together with the first Bianchi identity and the Ricci formula
implies that

(2.1) RmkirS/+RkjirSmr+RjmirS{=O,
where Sl=Sjigih. Therefore it follows that

fkjRkjihSmh+2jrkRkmihSrh=0
and hence, in consequence of (1. 11)

(-n+ ~) cSjr!t+ ~ {Sirf/- (r-AI)fji-Pi (Srtpr)f/-2Pi (Strpr)fl}

+2 (htrhi.Jrss/ - hjthir/srS/+2kt,1tS/ -kjtl/S/+ljtk/S/) =0,
where we have put Al =Sjipjpi. By the way, the last term of this is

reduced to - ~CPj(hrthispt)frs by virtue of (1.17). Accordingly we

have
Sirf/- (2n-3)Sjrft- (r-AI)fji
-Strpr (PJ/+ 2pj!l) -3hrtpthiJrsPj=0

because of the fact c*0 is assumed, which implies
3hrt pthiJrs+ (2n-I)Srtptft=0.

Thus the last equation can be written as

(2.2) (2n-3) {Sjr!t- (Strpr)flPj} -Sir/I
+ (SrtPt)PJ/+ (r-A1)fji=O,

from which, taking the symmetric part,
(2.3) Sjr/t+Sirf/=Strpr(Pifl+pJ/).

Hence, the relationship (2. 2) turns out to be
2 (n-I) {Sjr!{ - (Strpr) Pifl} + (r- AI) fji=O.

Transforming this by fi and using the properties of the almost
contact metric structure (f, g, P), it is reduced to

(2.4) 2(n-l) {Sji-PiSjrpr-PjSirpr} - (r-AI)gji
+ {r+ (2n-3)AIl PjPi=O,

which implies immediately that
(2.5) 2(n-l) (S2-2A2-AI2) = (r-AI)2

where A 2=Sji2pjpi.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M be a (2n-I)-dimensional semi-invariant sub-
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manifold with harmonic curvature and f7/C=O in a complex space form
M n+l (c), ·c*O. If the structure vector P is an eigenvector of the Ricci
tensor, namely, if

(2.6) Sjrpr= AIPj,
then M is of Ricci-parallel.

Proof. By means of (2. 6), the relationship (2. 3) is reduced to
(2.7) 2(n-I)Sji-(r-AI)gji+ {r-(2n-I)AI}PiPi=O,

which implies
(2.8) 2(n-I)Sji2- {r+ (2n-3) AI} Sji+AI (r-AI)gji=O.
Differentiating (2.7) covariantly, we find
(2.9) 2(n-I)P'"~ji+ (P'"kAI)gji- (2n-I) (P'"kAI)PiPi

+ {r- (2n-I) AI} {(P'"kPi)Pi+ (f7kP;)pil =0
because the scalar curvature r is constant. Since the Ricci tensor is of
Coclazzi type, it is seen that

(2.10) (f7kA I)gji- (f7jA I)gki- (2n-I) {(f7kA I)Pi- (l7jA I)Pk} Pi
+ {r- (2n-I) AI} {(f7kPj-V'jPk)Pi+ (P'"kPi)Pj- (l7j Pi)Pk} =0.

If we contract this to j and i, then we obtain
f7kAI- (2n- 1) (prP'"rAl)Pk+ {r- (2n-I) AI} PP'"rPk=O

and hence prP'"rAI=O. Thus, it .follows that P'"kAl+ {r-(2n-I)AI}
prP'"rPk=O. Transvecting (2.10) with pipi and taking account of the
last equation, we can verify that Al is constant everywhere. Therefore,
by differentiating (2. 8) covariantly, we find

2(n-I)I7~ji2- {r+ (2n-3) AI} P'"~ji=O,

which shows that Sji2 is of Codazzi type. Thus the· Ricci tensor S is
parallel because the scalar curvature of M is constant (See Umehara
Theorem. 1.3 of [I8J). This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1.

PROPOSIT~O""l 2.2. Let M be a (2n-I)-dimensional semi-invariant sub
manifold with harmonic curvature and P'"jJ.C=O of a complex space form
M n+l (c), c* O. Then the structure vector P is an eigenvector of the Ricci
tensor, namely· Sjrpr=AiPj, if and only if the structure vector P is
principal with respect to the distinguished normal C, that is, hjrpr= aPi,
where a=hrsprps.

Proof. We now prove "only if" part. Because of (2.6), the equa
tion (2. 3) is -reduced to
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and (2.6),

4(n-l)ZSji3 -4(n-1) {r+ (n-2)AI}Sj?
+ {(r-AI) (r+(4n-5)AI) -4(n-1)2(Az-AIZ)}Sji
- {3 (r- AI) gji=O,

or, equivalently

(S/- 2c;;!h 0/) {2(n-l)SirZ-rSir+{3gir} =0,

where we have put {3=AI(r-AI) -2(n-1) (Az-AIZ) and

Sjr/l+Sir!/=O.
Differentiating this covariantly along M and using (1. 5)

we find
(2.11) (17kSjr)f/+ (17kS{)!jr- AIhkiPj

+ (Sjrhkr)Pi- AIhkjPi+ (Sirh{) Pj=O.
Since S is of Codazzi type, by taking the skew-symmetric part with
respect to indices k and j, we have

(17kSir)f/- (17jS ir)!kr-AI(hkiPj-hjiPk)
+ (Sjrh//-Skrh/)Pi+ (Sirh{)Pj- (Sirh/)Pk=O

for all indices k, j and i and hence

(17iSkr)f/ - (17jSkr)!{ - Al (hikPi-hjkPi)
+ (Sjrh/-Sirh/)Pk+ (Skrh{)Pj- (Skrh/)p;=O.

Adding this equation to (2. 11), we get
(2.12) 2 (17kSir)f/-2AIhkiPj+ (Sjrh{-Skrh/)Pi

+ (Sirhkr+Skrh/)Pj+ (Sjrh/-Sirh/) Pk=O.
Contracting (2. 12) to k and i and making use of (2. 6), we obtain

Sjrh/ps=AIhjrpr.
Thus it is not hard, using (2. 12), to see that

(2.13) Sirh/+Sjrh{=2Alhji,
which together with (1. 17) yields

~ (2n+ 1) hji - ~ C {(hjrpr)p;+ (hirpr)pj}

+2hjr (hh/-h{Z) -4hjrzk{z=2AIhji.
Transvecting pi and making use of (2. 6), we can find hjrpr=aPi
because c =1= 0 is assumed.

The converse assertion is clear from the definition of Al and (1. 17).
This completes the proof.

As a quite similar method as that used in [8J, we can see from
(2.4) that

(2.14)
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r=r+ (2n-3) AI. Thus the minimal polynomial for S tells us that
there exist at most three Ricci curvatures of M: (r-A1)!2(n-l),
(r+ V D)!4(n-l),
where

(2.15) D= {r- (2n-l)A1}2+16(n-l)Z(A2-AI2).
And their multiplicities are respectively denoted by (2n-l-11-12), 11
and 12• Therefore the scalar curvature r of M satisfies

(2.16) (l1+12-2) {r- (2n-l) AI} = V75(11- 12).

We also have

4(n-l)2Sz = ±(r2+ D) (11+12)+ ~rvD(lI-12)

+ (r-A1)2(2n-l-11-12),
which together with (2. 5), (2. 15) and (2. 16) implies that

(2.17) (A2-AI2) (h+12-2) =0.
Now suppose that the number of distinct Ricci curvatures does not
exceed 2. Then we can easily see that A 2=A12 because of (2.15) and
(2. 16). Thus, it follows that Sjrpr=A1Pj. According to Proposition
2.1, we have

PROPOSITION 2. 3. Let M be a (2n-l) -dimensional semi-invariant submani
fold with harmonic curvature and 17lC=O of. a complex space form
M n+1(c) , c:;i:O..Then the number of the distinct Ricci curvature is at
most 3. In particular, if it does not exceed 2, then M is of Ricci
parallel.

3. Semi-invariant submanifolds with parallel Ricci tensor

In this section we consider the semi-invariant submanifold with
parallel Ricci tensor and I7lC=O of a complex space form M n+1(c),
c:;i:O. Since the Ricci tensor S is assumed to be parallel, we have
(2. 14) and hence

4(n-l)2Ss-4(n-l)rS2-4(n-l) (n-2)S2Al +r(r-A1)2
+4(n-l)rA1(r-A1) +2(n-1)r(Az-AI2)

-2(n-l) (2n-1)A1(Az-AI2) - (2n-l)A1(r-A1)2=O,

which together with (2. 5) yields
1 .. .

2(n-l) (r-A1)3+2(n-l)A1s+3rA1(r-A1) -3 (2n-3)S2Al
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-3rSz+4(n-l)S3=O.
Thus, Al is a root of the cubic equation with constant coefficients
because Si is constant for each number i. Accordingly Al is constant.
By the definition of AI' it is not hard to see that

(3.1) SirpiPkpr=O
because the Ricci tensor is parallel. By differentiating (2. 4) covanan
tly, we find

(3.2) 2 (n-l) {(PkPi) Sjrpr+ (PkPi) Sirpr+PiSjrPkpr+PjSirPkpr}
= {r+ (2n-3)A I} {(PkPj)Pi+ (PkPi)Pi}·

If we apply pj to this and sum for j, and make use of (3. 1), we
obtain 2 (n-l)SirPkpr= (r-AI)PkP;' Thus, (3.2) turns out to be

(PkPi)Sjrpr+ (PkPj)Sirpr=A I(PiPkPi+ PjP'kPi)'
Transvecting the last equation with S/pt and using (3. 1), we get

(3.3) (Az-AIZ)PkPi=O.
If we suppose that P is parallel along M, then the equation (1. 6)
becomes h jrf{=O. Thus it is not hard to see that hji=hPiPi because
of the properties of the almost contact metric structure. Hence it
follows that Pkh ji= (Pkh)PjPh which together with (1. 12) gives

~ (hfji-pjiki- 2pdd = {(Pkh)pj- (Pjh)Pk} Pi·

By transvecting pifkj, we have c(n-l) =0. Thus the assumption
cetO will produce a contradiction. Thus it follows that Az=Alz and
hence S jrpr=AIp j. Therefore the relationship (2.4) is reduced to

2(n-l)S ji= (r-AI)gji- {r- (2n-l)A I}PjPi·
Since the Ricci tensor of M is parallel, it is seen that

{r- (2n-l)A I } (PPkP j+Pl'kP;) =0
and hence r- (2n-l) Al=0. Thus, M is Einstein, which means that
its Ricci tensor is a scalar multiple of the identity at each point.
Therefore we can state the following fact:

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let M be a (2n-l)-dimensional semi-invariant sub
manifold with parallel Ricci tensor of a complex space form Mn+I(c),
cet O. If the distinguished normal is parallel in the normal bundle, then
M is Einstein.

4. Semi-invariant submanifolds of a complex hyperbolic space

In this section we devote to investigate a (2n-l)-dimensional semi-
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invariant Einstein submanifold M in a complex hyperbolic space H n+l

( -4) such that the distinguished normal is parallel in the normal
bundle. Then the components Sji of the Ricci tensor S of the subma
nifold are obtained as follows; Sji=Algji, where Al is constant. Thus
we can get from (1. 17) that

(4.1) A l =-2(n-l) +ha-a2

and the scalar curvature r is given by r= (2n-l)A1• Therefore (1.17)
turns out to be

(4.2) 2k ji2= (cx2-3-ah)gji+3PjPi+hhji-hji2.
If we transform this by f/ and make use of (1. 7), we can get
(4.3) 2k j,.lf= (3+cih-a2)fji+hhjrff-hjr2f f,

which implies
(4.4) hj/f f+hir2f/=h(hjrff+hirf/)

because of (1.9).
By means· of Proposition 2. 2, it is seen that

(4.5) hjrpr= apj.
If we differentiate this covariantly along M and take account of (1. 6),
then we obtain

(Vkh jr) pr- h jrhksfrs=akP j-ahkrf/,
where ak=Vkcx, which together with (i.12) implies that

(4.6) 2fkj-2hjrhksfrs=akPi-ajPf,-a(hkrf/-hjrf£).

LEMMA 4.1. Let M be a semi-invariant Einstein submanifold of
codimension 3 with V/G=O in H n+1(-4). Then a and h are constant
everywhere.

Proof. By the properties of the almost contact metric structure,
(4.6) implies ai=ep; for' .some function e on M. Differentiating this
covariantly, we find Vjai= Wje)Pi-ehjrf{ and hence e(hjrf(-hirf/)
=0. Let Mo be a set of consisting of points the function e does not
vanish and suppose that Mo is not empty. Then Mo is an open
submanifold of M and we have

hjrff-hirf/=0
and hence h=cx on Mo. Furthermore, (4.6) implies

. fkj-:-h jr2fI=0
on this set. Hence, by the properties of the almost contact metric
structure it follows that h2=2(n-1) +a2 on Mo.
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On the other hand, from (4.2) we have
21~2= -6(n-l) +az-h2

because of the fact that h=a. Combining the last two equations it
follows that kz+4(n-l) =0, which will produce a contradiction. By
the definition of e, we see that a is constant everywhere. Therefore,
Lemma 4. 1 is proved.

According to Lemma 4.1, the relationship (4.6) is reduced to

(4.7) hjrhkJrs= ~a(hkJ/-hjJ{)+fkj.

If we apply hk
i to (4.3) and utilize (4. 7), then we obtain

2k jrl,rhks= (3+ha-aZ)hkrf/+hjJkr

+ (~ a-h)hjrhksfrs-+ahjrZf{,

which together with (1. 15) implies

(4+ha-aZ) (hkrf f+hjJ {) = ~ a (hjrZf {+hkrZff).

Combining this and (4.4), it is clear that
(4.8) (ha-2az+8) (hjrf/+hjrf/) =0,

which together with (4.7) gives
(4.9) (ha-2az+8) (hz-ah+2(n-l)) =0.
We notice here that the shape operator A with respect to the

distinguished normal and f commute each other if and only if hz-ah
+2(n-l) =0.

Let X be an eigenvector of A orthogonal to P with the eigenvalue
A., namely

AX=A.X, X *o.
Then we get from (4. 7)

(4.10) (2A.-a) AfX= (Aa-2)fX.
In the sequel we denote

A.l= ... =A.s=~, A.S+l*~'···' Azn-z*~, 0:::;;s:::;;2(n-l).

We are going to prove that Af=fA. If s=2(n-l), then the
property Af = f A holds trivially.

Now, suppose that 0<s<2 (n -1). Then there exists at least one

eigenvector of A associated with the eigenvalue ~. Thus, equation

(4.10) tells us that a 2=4. Hence, the relationship (4.9) is reduced to
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(4.11) h{h2-ah+2(n-1)} =0.
But h cannot be zero. In fact, if h= 0, then it is not hard to, taking
account of (4.4), see that h2=2(n+1). From this and (4.7) it follows
that

I IAf-fA I 12+8=0,
which is contradictory. Thus relationship (4.11) means Af fA.
Developed above, we may only consider the case where s=O. The
eigenvalue corresponding to fX will be denoted by /l. Since we have
s=O, the equation (4.10) implies /l=(aA-2)/(2A-a). We also have
from (4.4) (A+/l-h) ().-/l) =0. Now, suppose that kf=/l. Then we
have

(4.12) ).2-hA+a2-5=0, ha=2(a2-4)
because of (4.9). Thus the shape operator A in the direction of the
distinguished normal C has three principal curvatures

a, h+ Vl5, h- 'liD, D=h2-4a2+20.
2 2

And their multiplicities are respectively denoted by 2n-l-1l-12,11
and 12• Thus, the trace of the shape operator A is given by

h 'liD(h=a(2n-l-1l-l2) +2(11+12)+-2- 11-12).

Using this fact, h2 satisfies the following:
h2=h2-3(h+12) - (2n-1) (a2-8).

On the other hand, we have from (4.2)
2k2= -6(n-1) - (a2-8) (2n-1) +h2-h2

with the aid of the second equation of (4. 12). Combining the last two
equations, it follows that

2k2+3{2(n-l) -h-12} =0,
which is a contradiction. Thus we have ha-2~2+8*0 on M.
Accordingly (4.8) means that Af=fA.

Summing up we have

LEMMA 4.2. On a semi-invariant Einstein submanifold of codimension
3 with J7jl.C=0 in Hn+! ( -4), we have

(4.13) Af=fA.
From (4; 7) and this, it is seen that

hjj2=ahjj- (gjj-Pjp;).
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Thus, the shape operator A in the direction of the distinguished

normal has three constant principal curvatures a, a+ ;15; and

a- vIS; with multiplicities 1, n-l and n-l respectively, where
2

D 1=a2 -4. Consequently we have h=na. Thus (4.2) turns out to be
(4.14) 2k j?= - {(n-l)a2+2} gji+2pjPi+ (n-l)ah jio

It is proved in [7J that
(4.15) [7khji+Pjfik+P;/jk=O

provided that Af = fA.
If we differentiate (4. 14) covariantly and take account of (4. 15),

we get
(4. 16) 2 (k jr[7kk{+ kir[7kk /)

=2 (Pi[71IP j+ PPkPi) + (n-l)a (p jf ki+ Pif kj),
from which, taking the skew symmetric part with respect to indices k
and j and making use of (1. 13) and (1. 14),

2 (k jr[7ik{ - kkr[7;k / - 2k jrl{n;)
=2(2Pi[7kP j+ P jllkPi- Pi,v jP;) + (71-1) a(2pJkj+ PJ ki-hfji)

for all indices k, j and i. Thus, it follows that
2 (k jr[7kk{ - k;r[7kk / -2nkk jr!n

=2(2hf1;P j+ PP;h- p;f1 jh) + (n-l)a(2pk! ;j+P jf;k-pJjk).
Adding this to (4. 15), we obtain

2k jrDkk{= -2 (hh;r!/+ p;hkr!/) + (n-l)a(pk! ;j+pJkj)
because of (1. 14), which together with (4.14) implies that

(4.17) - {2+ (n-l)a 2} Dkkj;+2pj(prDkkir) + (n-l)ah jrDkk{

=2(Pkh;rl /+D;hkrl /) + (n-l)a (hl j;+ p;l jk).
On the other hand, by differentiating the first equation of (1. 8)

covariantly, we find

(4.18) (Dkkjr)pr=-hkrl/.

Thus (4.17) turns out to be

- {2+ (n-l)a 2} Dkkji+ (n-l)ah jrDkk{

=2 (Pkh;rl /+ p;hkrl/+ P jhkrl /) + (n-l)a (hl j;+ Pil jk).

Transvecting this with hm
j and using (4. 11), we find

Dkk j;+ P jhkrl{+ hhjrl{+ Pihjrlkr=O
because of the fact that (n 2 -1)a2 +4=t'=O.

From this and (4. 18), it is clear that
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11 Dkkji 112-31jihji2=O

and hence I IDkkji I 12+ ~ {a2(n-1)2+21Ihji-aPip;l 12} =0 by virtue

of (4.11) and (4.14). It is contradictory. Thus according to Proposition
3.1 we can conclude

THEOREM 4.3. There are no semi-invariant submanifolds ofcodimension
3 with parallel Ricci tensor of a complex hyperbolic space such that the
distinguished normal is parallel in the normal bundle.

Because of Proposition 2. 1, Proposition 2. 2 and Proposition 2. 3,
we also have

COROLLARY 4. 4. There are no semi-invariant submanifolds of codimension
3 with harmonic curvature of a complex hyperbolic space satisfying one
of the following conditions provided that the distinguished normal is
parallel in the normal bundle:

(1) P is an eigenvector corresponding to the Ricci tensor,
(2) P is principal with respect to the distinguished normal C,
(3) the number of distinct Ricci curvatures does not exceed 2.

5. Semi-invariant snbmanifolds with parallel normal curvature

Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold with J7/C=O of codimension
3 in a complex space form Mn+l(c) , c:;l:O.

In the sequel, suppose that the normal curvature tensor RJ. of M in
the normal bundle is parallel, namely J7jRJ.=O. If we put Aji=J7jni

J7inj, then we see that J7kAji=O because of the distinguished normal
assumed to be parallel in the normal bundle. The Ricci equation (1.
16) gives rise to

(5.1)

and consequently
(5.2) Ajrpr=o.
Differentiating (5.2) covariantly along M and taking account of (l.

6), we find Ajrhksfrl=O because the normal curvature is parallel.
Since we easily see from (5.1) that Ajrf(=Airf/, it follows that
Ajrh{=O. Therefore, the equation (5.1) implies
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kirl/h/+ ~ frih/=O,

which together with (1. 9) yields
hjrf{+hirf/=O.

As it is already shown in section 4, we get

(5.3) hj/=ahji+ ~ (gji-PjPi),

(5.4) f7khji= ~ (pjfik+Pi fjk).

From (5.2), (5.3) and the fact that A jrh{=O, it IS seen that A ji

=0. Hence the equation (5.1) leads to kirl/+ ~ fji=O which together

with (1. 7) gives

(5.5) kji2 + ~ (gji-PjPi) =0.

Thus, it follows that k2+ ~ (n-l) =0 and consequently c is negative.

That is, the ambient space is a complex hyperbolic space.
Substituting (5. 3) and (5. 5) into (1. 17), the Ricci tensor IS given

by

Sji= ~ (n+l)gji-cpjPi+(n-l)ah ji

because of the fact that h=na. Differentiating this covariantly and
making use of (1. 6) and (5. 4) , we find

f7kS ji =C {P/zkrf{+Pihkrf/} + ~ (n-l)a(pJik+PJjk)

and consequently the Ricci tensor is of cyclic parallel. Therefore, the
semi-invariant submanifold M is of Ricci-parallel provided that M is
of harmonic curvature.

According to Proposition 3. 1 and Theorem 4. 3 we have

THEOREM 5.1. There are no semi-invariant submanifolds of codimension
3 with harmonic curvature of a complex space form M n +1 (c), c=t=O on
which the normal CU1Tnture and the distinguished normal are parallel in
the normal bundle.
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